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Abstract

The use of misogynistic and sexist language has increased in recent years in social media, and is increasing in the Arabic

world in reaction to reforms attempting to remove restrictions on women lives. However, there are few benchmarks for

Arabic misogyny and sexism detection, and in those the annotations are in aggregated form even though misogyny and sexism

judgments are found to be highly subjective. In this paper we introduce an Arabic misogyny and sexism dataset (ArMIS)

characterized by providing annotations from annotators with different degree of religious beliefs, and provide evidence that

such differences do result in disagreements. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first dataset to study in detail the effect

of beliefs on misogyny and sexism annotation. We also discuss proof-of-concept experiments showing that a dataset in which

disagreements have not been reconciled can be used to train state-of-the-art models for misogyny and sexism detection; and

consider different ways in which such models could be evaluated.

Keywords:misogyny, sexism, subjectivity, disagreement

1. Introduction

The growth in recent years of social networks and

online discussions groups has unfortunately been ex-

ploited by some individuals to spread offensive views

about people with certain characteristics (religion, eth-

nicity, women, etc). Although the offenders are not a

majority, these offensive views can affect and stigma-

tize individuals such as feminists attacked in misogy-

nous and sexist posts. This phenomenon has motivated

much research on detecting offensive and hate texts on-

line.

Studies have found that women are especially subject

to offensive language on social media (Frenda et al.,

2019). (According to Amnesty International, an of-

fending remark towards a woman politician or journal-

ist appears on social media every 30 seconds.1) Our

work is concerned with detecting misogynistic and sex-

ist tweets, focusing in particular on Arabic. The spread

of this type of offensive language has recently increased

in Saudi Arabia due to the changes brought about by the

Saudi government’s Vision 2030 project aiming to re-

lax restrictions on women activities2, for example laws

allowingwomen to drive and/or to be employed in high-

level government positions. These changes have orig-

inated a major debate in Saudi Arabia: some people

agree with these reforms, but others do not. Unfortu-

nately such debates often involve the use of offensive

language or even hate speech.

The research in this paper is motivated by a feature of

work onmisogynistic and sexist language detection that

has not attracted much attention so far–namely, the fact

1https://www.amnesty.org.uk/press-releases/women-

abused-twitter-every-30-seconds-new-study
2https://english.alarabiya.net/features/2020/10/18/Top-

10-moments-for-Saudi-Arabian-women-since-Vision-2030

that judgments about what counts as offensive appears

to very much depend on certain characteristics of those

making the judgments. Women appear to find different

texts misogynistic than men, and conservatives from

liberals. This suggests that such differences should be

taken into account when annotating misogynistic and

sexist text. In our data collection we also found many

examples suggesting that misogynistic and sexist lan-

guage takes a different form in Arabic than in Western

languages, due to the different impact of cultural and re-

ligious beliefs. In this study we aim to investigate how

misogynistic and sexist judgments in Arabic text are af-

fected by two characteristics of annotators: gender and

religious beliefs (whether the coder is religiously lib-

eral, moderate or conservative). We introduce ArMIS,

a novel Arabic misogyny and sexism dataset that was

annotated by annotators with different degree of Islamic

beliefs. We report on a series of annotation experiments

testing our preliminary hypotheses about the effect of

gender and different religious beliefs on the annotation;

our results show a significant effect of beliefs on dis-

agreement between annotators. Finally, we discuss dif-

ferent approaches for training and evaluating misogyny

and sexism detection models on data in which all indi-

vidual judgments are preserved.3

2. Background

In this Section we briefly summarize first the literature

on offensive and hate speech in general focusing in par-

ticular on Arabic resources and on language resource

creation. We then discuss the literature more specifi-

cally on misogyny/sexism, and finally the literature on

3Note: due to the nature of this paper, the examples in-

clude offensive language which doesn’t reflect the authors’

views.
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disagreements due to bias arising in this area and on de-

veloping models from datasets containing bias.

2.1. Hate speech and offensive language

Much recent research has focused on detecting offen-

sive speech and hateful expressions. ‘Abusive lan-

guage’ is a general term covering, e.g., rudeness, dis-

respect and insults, which is difficult to define pre-

cisely. This is also true for hate speech in particular

(Poletto et al., 2021), although the definition by Nock-

leby (2000)–“any communication that disparages a per-

son or a group on the basis of some characteristic such

as race, colour, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation,

nationality, religion, or other characteristic”–is widely

used. The overlap between abusive language and re-

lated phenomena is discussed byWaseem et al. (2017).

One of the earliest hate speech datasets for English (16k

tweets related to sexism and racism) was created by

Waseem and Hovy (2016). For Arabic, Mubarak et

al. (2017) created two datasets–one of tweets in di-

alectal Arabic, the other of Aljazeera news–labeled as

”obscene”, ”offensive”, or ”clean”. Other datasets were

created by Albadi et al. (2018) (religious hate language

in tweets) and Mulki et al. (2019) (the L-HSAB dataset

of tweets in Levantine Arabic). The Arabic offensive

dataset presented by Mubarak et al. (2020) was used

in the OffensEval-2020 shared task onMultilingual Of-

fensive Language Identification (Zampieri et al., 2020),

together with datasets in other languages.

2.2. Misogyny and Sexism

Women are frequently the target of hate speech (Poland,

2016; Davidson et al., 2017) and more in general of

misogynistic language (Bartlett et al., 2014; Hewitt

et al., 2016), a category which overlap with sexism to-

wards women (Frenda et al., 2019) 4.

Misogyny has been defined as “hate or prejudice

against women, which can be linguistically manifested

in numerous ways, ranging from less aggressive be-

haviours like social exclusion and discrimination to

more dangerous expression related to threats or vi-

olence and sexual objectification” (Anzovino et al.,

2018). As argued by Poletto et al. (2021), although hate

speech is a subset of abusive language, not all misogy-

nistic text aims to promote violence or threats towards

women, which would put it in the hate speech class ac-

cording to their definition. Thus, misogynous text can

be thought of as a type of abusive language, and can in-

clude hate speech, aggressive, and offensive language.

A taxonomy of misogynistic language behaviors in so-

cial media was proposed by Anzovino et al. (2018)

based on the work by Poland (2016) which includes:

(i) discrediting women without any further intentions,

(ii) stereotyping and objectifying women to subordinate

4In other recent literature (Parikh et al., 2021) misogyny

are defined in more restricted interpretation as ’hate or en-

trenched prejudices against women’ and the term sexism is

used as a more general term that includes discrimination or

judging a person (women in particular) based on gender.

them or to characterize negatively their physical ap-

pearance, (iii) sexually harassing them and threatening

them with violent intentions, (iv) dominating women

and preserving male control over them and (v) justify-

ing abuse over women and disrupting discussions on

those responsible for it.

Misogyny detection has attracted a lot of attention in

recent years and a number of shared tasks have been or-

ganized. These include the shared tasks on Automatic

Misogyny Identification (AMI) in different languages

at Evalita 2018 covering English and Italian (Fersini et

al., 2018a) and at IberEval 2018 covered English and

Spanish (Fersini et al., 2018b). The AMI-2018 tasks

involved two hierarchically organized subtasks: one of

misogynistic tweet detection, the second of classifica-

tion of the misogynistic tweets into the categories de-

signed by (Anzovino et al., 2018) and into target types

(against an individual or a group). The SemEval 2019

task (Basile et al., 2019), dealt with detecting hate-

ful language related to women and immigrants in En-

glish and Spanish, and involved different classifica-

tions: hateful speech identification, specific or generic

target, and aggressive/non- aggressive hateful text. The

AMI-2020 shared taskmisogynistic and aggressive lan-

guage identification and unbiasedmysogyny identifica-

tion.

Among other datasets, the misogyny dataset for Danish

recently created by Zeinert et al. (2021), is particularly

relevant to our own work in that the annotators are dis-

tinguished by characteristics including gender, age, eth-

nicity, and study/ occupation. The authors designed a

taxonomy for labeling misogyny which uses four labels

fromAnzovino et al. (2018) plus two new labels: ”neo-

sexism” (discrimination denial) and ”benevolent sex-

ism” (attitudes toward gender in a positive way). Parikh

et al. (2019) Created a multi-label sexism dataset

that include 23 categories: Role stereotyping, Attribute

stereotyping, Body shaming, Hyper-sexualization, In-

ternalized sexism, Pay gap, Hostile work environ-

ment, Denial or trivialization of sexist misconduct,

Threats, Rape, Sexual assault, Sexual harassment, Tone

policing, Moral policing, Victim blaming, Slut sham-

ing, Motherhood-related discrimination, Menstruation-

related discrimination, Religion-based sexism, Physi-

cal violence, Mansplaining, Gaslighting and Other.

To the best of our knowledge there is only one dataset

for misogynistic language in Arabic, the Let-Mi Lev-

antine Arabic misogyny dataset created by Mulki and

Ghanem (2021) and covering the Twitter accounts of

seven female journalists who covered the protests in

Lebanon. The data were annotated according to a

scheme including the six sub-categories used in AMI-

2018, and added a new category, ”damning,” used in

Arab culture–asking God to hurt a woman. Unlike

the dataset proposed in this paper, Let-Mi, like other

datasets for studying misogyny/sexism, does not en-

code the effect of annotators characteristics on judg-

ments, and the cases of disagreement were resolved
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with traditional aggregation methods. In this paper we

argue that misogyny and sexism annotation heavily de-

pends on subjective criteria that lead different people

to label the same text in a different way based on their

beliefs, and that such disagreements due to subjectivity

should not be solved with aggregation procedures.

2.3. Inter-coder (dis)agreement in offensive
language annotation

The work on creating datasets for hate speech, misog-

yny and sexism discussed in the previous sections fo-

cused on creating gold standard datasets either through

manual reconciliation or through automatic aggregation

(Ide and Pustejovsky, 2017; Paun et al., 2021). How-

ever, there is increasing awareness that this approach is

only appropriate for the very special case of labelling

tasks in which coders can be expected to agree on all

or most cases (Uma et al., 2021; Basile, 2020). In-

tuitively, this assumption does not hold for subjective

annotation tasks; this intuition is supported by the ev-

idence on intercoder agreement on misogyny annota-

tion. Anzovino et al. (2018) reported bias-adjusted

kappa values of 0.4874 for misogyny identification and

0.3732 for misogyny categorization. In Evalita-2018

(Fersini et al., 2018a) the inter-annotator agreements

for misogyny was 0.45 for English and 0.68 for Italian

. In the SemEval-2019 shared task (Basile et al., 2019),

the inter-rater agreement for aggressiveness in Spanish

is 0.47. Zeinert et al. (2021), obtained 0.54 agreement

between annotators and used traditionalmethods tomit-

igate biases in annotation such as several rounds of dis-

cussion and revision with annotators.

However, disagreement is not always low. In AMI

Evalita-2018 (Fersini et al., 2018a) a high inter-rater an-

notator agreement was found for misogyny identifica-

tion: 0.81 for English and 0.96 for Italian. In SemEval-

2019 (Basile et al., 2019), the inter-rater agreement for

English was 0.83 for hate and 0.73 for aggressiveness.

Mulki and Ghanem (2021) obtained 5,529 tweets with

Unanimous agreement, 1,021 tweets with mild agree-

ment (two out of three ) and 53 tweets with conflicts

from three annotators; the inter-annotator agreement,

computed using Krippendorff’s alpha, was 82.9%.

These inconsistent results suggest that (i) the assump-

tion of agreement among annotators does not clearly

hold for misogyny and sexism, but (ii) the disagree-

ments on misogyny and sexism judgments may be due

to differences in subjective judgments, so that low

agreement is found if the coders have different sub-

jective biases, whereas high agreement can result if

their biases match. (A similar hypothesis was made by

Al Kuwatly et al. (2020), who argued that demographic

features of a coder such as age, education and first lan-

guage that can affect their individual judgments and

may impact hateful language classifier models should

be encoded.) This hypothesis led us to explore in this

work the effect of subjectivity in misogyny and sexism

annotation (for Arabic). In the next Sections (3.3 and

3.4) we report experiments showing that Arabic misog-

yny and sexism labelling is indeed a highly subjective

task, where different annotators may have different in-

terpretations based on their background beliefs–in par-

ticular, whether they are conservative or liberal.

2.4. Disagreement and gold standards

The view that the gold standard assumption is not ap-

propriate formisogynous and sexist language, or indeed

for other tasks depending on subjective judgments, is

increasingly accepted for subjective tasks (Akhtar et al.,

2019; Akhtar et al., 2020; Basile, 2020; Leonardelli et

al., 2021). In fact, it is finding more and more adher-

ents for other NLP tasks as well (Poesio and Artstein,

2005; Plank et al., 2014b; Aroyo and Welty, 2015; Pe-

terson et al., 2019; Poesio et al., 2019; Uma et al., 2020;

Fornaciari et al., 2021; Uma et al., 2021).

Aroyo and Welty (2015) argued that there are seven

misconceptions concerning manual annotations that af-

fect the collection and annotation of data: (i) there is

a single correct data annotation, (ii) annotators should

not disagree, (iii) annotators should be guided in detail

to avoid disagreements, (iv) annotation is better done

by experts, (v) it is better to have the evaluation by a

single expert annotator, (vi) all samples are treated in

the same way and (vii) annotations need no updating.

More recent arguments for these positions can be found

in (Basile, 2020; Basile et al., 2021).

In the case of abusive language, Akhtar et al. (2019)

show how the coders characteristics can impact the

judgments in the hate speech task, introducing an auto-

mated method for partitioning a set of coders into cat-

egories based into their backgrounds by measuring the

polarization of all their judgments on each item. Klen-

ner et al. (2020) show how ‘harmonization sometimes

harms’ when producing a gold standard for a high sub-

jective task (sentiment analysis).

As a result, a number of NLP authors including, e.g.,

(Poesio and Artstein, 2005; Poesio et al., 2013; Plank et

al., 2014b; Aroyo and Welty, 2015; Poesio et al., 2019;

Dumitrache et al., 2019; Pavlick and Kwiatkowski,

2019; Peterson et al., 2019; Basile, 2020; Uma et al.,

2021) argued for datasets in which all annotations are

preserved instead of creating a possibly artificial gold

standard.

2.5. Learning from Annotator Distributions

The move towards datasets in which all judgments are

preserved naturally leads to the question of how such

datasets can be used to train NLP models. Akhtar et al.

(2020) used the method from (Akhtar et al., 2019) to

partition the coders in two groups based on their judg-

ments to produce different group-based gold standard

datasets; then each of these datasets was used to train a

separate classifier to model the group perspective.

But in recent years there has been a lot of work on

learning from annotator disagreement without resolv-

ing hard disagreement cases (Uma et al., 2021). Well-

known proposals include (Sheng et al., 2008; Plank et
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al., 2014a; Guan et al., 2018; Rodrigues and Pereira,

2018; Peterson et al., 2019; Uma et al., 2020; Fornaciari

et al., 2021). As an alternative to the multiple-models

approach proposed by Akhtar et al. (2020), we focus

here on the soft loss approach proposed in (Peterson et

al., 2019; Uma et al., 2020), which was found by Uma

et al. (2021) to perform best with datasets for which a

gold standard could not be defined.

In the soft-loss approach, a model is trained on the full

soft label–a probability distribution derived from the

crowd annotations–minimizing a loss function such as

cross-entropy that does not require the target to be a

one-hot label. Such models aim at mimicking crowd

uncertainty, by capturing the full distribution over la-

bels based on annotator confusion among the cate-

gories. Uma et al. (2020) tested the approach on a

variety of datasets with different crowd characteristics,

showing that the best method for generating the soft

label (Softmax or standard normalization), depends on

the number of annotators in the dataset and the annota-

tion characteristics. Another novelty in (Peterson et al.,

2019; Uma et al., 2020; Uma et al., 2021) was to eval-

uate the models not only by using hard metrics such as

accuracy, but also soft metrics, such as cross entropy,

capturing which model produce distribution most like

the crowd’s.

3. Data collection and annotation

The first contribution of this work is the creation of

a dataset, the ArMIS corpus, to study subjectivity in

misogyny and sexism data, and how such a dataset

could be used in misogyny and sexism detection. In

this Section we discuss the methods used to create the

corpus and further annotation studies we carried out to

investigate questions raised by the annotation.

3.1. Collection and preprocessing

In October 2020, we collected 2K Arabic misogyny

and sexism tweets via the Twitter API, using a key-

words list manually created specifically for this task,

including specific slang words, phrases and hashtags,

to get related tweets. We also used general terms e.g.,

’women’ and ’girls’ to avoid the effect of biased key-

words in downloading. Some examples of keywords

we used are shown in Table 1. The Twitter API feature

of ’extended’ text was used to get the full length of the

posted tweets.

The resulting collection contains tweets in a vari-

ety of Arabic dialects. We only removed duplicated

tweets, non-Arabic text, advertisement, user mentions,

retweets, and URLs. In Figure 1 we present a visualiza-

tion of the most frequent words in ArMIS, and in Table

2 the top 5 most frequent words.

3.2. Annotation Scheme

3.2.1. Previous Annotation Schemes

As discussed in Section 2, a number of corpora anno-

tated for misogyny and sexism exist. One option would

Keyword Keyword

تاصقان deficient/imperfect تاجربتم dressed up

تایوسن feminists تایوسف fart-eminist

تانوعلم cursed تاطقاس bitches

تارهاع prostitutes تادساف corrupt

تارجاف whores تادرمتم rebels

تاعیاص players تاقساف sluts

تاررحتم liberated تاصیخر cheap

تادسفم spoilers تارفاس face revealing

تاطلستم bossy تالفاس varmint

Table 1: Some of the Arabic keywords used for data

collection and their English translation

Figure 1: Visualization of most frequent Arabic words

in ArMIS

Word Count

ءاسنلا women 201

هللا God 170

ةأرملا woman 160

تاصقان deficient/imperfect 132

لقع mind 132

Table 2: The top 5 most frequent terms in ArMIS

have been the widely used annotation scheme devel-

oped for the SemEval-2019 task annotation scheme on

detecting hate speech towards women and immigrants

(Basile et al., 2019), in which the tweets are labelled as

”hate” or ”not hate”. However, as already discussed in

Section 2, labelling misogyny / sexism is not the same

as labelling hate towards women, although such hate

would be considered misogynistic. For example, in our

data we find tweets such as Example 1, which does not

express hate towards women (if at all, it expresses hate

towards the man in question), but can nevertheless be

considered misogynistic in the extended sense used by

Fersini et al.

• Example 1: تاصقانتانبلاناشعاهیلعباتعشیفمتنبلا”

”هلوجربقرحلازیاعهدكبحاصسبنیدولقع

“The girl is not blamed because girls are

defect of mind and religion, but this guy feet

should be burned”
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Since we are focusing on general toxic language to-

wards women, using the labels ”misogyny” and ”not

misogyny” seemed most appropriate, where ”misog-

yny” covers any type of misogynistic text including

hate, aggressiveness and offensive language towards

women (Poletto et al., 2021; Anzovino et al., 2018).

3.2.2. The ArMIS Annotation Scheme

Thus, for our annotation we used a slightly revised ver-

sion of the scheme from AMI-2020 at Evalita (Fersini

et al., 2020). This is a binary classification scheme with

two labels: 1 for ”misogyny”, 0 for ”not misogyny”, as

exemplified in Table 3. As discussed before, misogyny

as defined by Fersini et al is more general than sim-

ply hate against women, also covering what in other

schemes would be called sexist speech. The annota-

tors were given the instructions provided in AMI-2018

andwere asked to choose a label based on their perspec-

tive, assigning the ”misogyny” label if a tweet falls into

one of the six categories used in AMI-2018 (Fersini et

al., 2018a; Fersini et al., 2018b). Otherwise, the tweet

should be classified as ”not misogyny”.

3.3. Annotation

The first version of the corpuswas created to investigate

two factors that would appear to affect disagreement in

misogyny and sexism annotation: gender and religious

(Islamic) beliefs.

We selected 964 tweets among those collected as dis-

cussed above, and had each tweet annotated by three

annotators – 2 female and 1 male who self defined their

degree of Islamic beliefs as Liberal, Moderate and Con-

servative.

Using Fleiss’ Kappa (Fleiss, 1971) we obtained an

overall Kappa of 0.525 for the agreement between the

three annotators. We obtained Kappa=0.572 for the

comparison between two females with different beliefs-

one moderate, the other more liberal. The agreement

between a moderate female and conservative male was

Kappa=0.552. Finally, the result of reliability between

a male and a female annotator where the former is con-

servative, and the latter is liberal, was Kappa=is 0.444.

(See Table 4 for a summary). These results are in line

with the low agreement found in some of the previous

studies, and support the hypothesis that this low agree-

ment may be affected by subjective factors.

In order to test the dependency between annotator char-

acteristics and judgments, we ran a series of χ2 tests.

A χ2 test comparing two annotators differing in both

gender and beliefs–i.e., Liberal Female vs Conservative

Male– (see Table 5) is highly significant (p=1.17E-07

p-value), but it is not clear which factor plays a role.

A second test based on beliefs only–one Female Lib-

eral annotator, one Moderate (Table 6) is also highly

significant (p= 1.70E-10), suggesting a dependency on

annotator beliefs.

Since we did not have coders with same beliefs but dif-

ferent gender, we ran a test considering the annotations

of the two coders with the closest beliefs, the Moder-

ate Female and the Conservative Male. The results (in

Table 7) show that there is no significance in this case,

with p=.2721. This would appear to suggest that gender

is less predictive than beliefs.

3.4. Further annotation experiments

To verify the hypotheses of dependencies between

judgments and coder characteristic suggested by the

first annotation we carried out a larger scale study, in

which a larger number of participants with different be-

liefs and gender were asked to annotate a subset of the

data. 11 particularly controversial tweets from ArMIS

were selected. These tweets were annotated by 32 sub-

jects according to the ArMIS scheme. The subjects

included an equal number from both genders (F=16,

M=16), and were asked to characterise themselves as

Liberal, Moderate or Conservative, resulting in beliefs

distribution of Liberal: F=3, M=2, Moderate: F= 13,

M= 11, and Conservative: F=0, M=3. The percentages

of annotators according to gender and beliefs are shown

in Figure 2.

We used χ2 tests to compute the dependency between

judgments and annotator characteristics. The results

(Table 8) show that there is dependency between the

judgments and participants’ beliefs. However, the re-

sults in Table 9 and Table 10 show that whereas the

males’ beliefs has significantly impact on their judg-

ments, that was not the case for females. To assess

the impact of gender, we divided the participant who

have the same beliefs (eg., Liberal or Moderate) into

two groups, female and male and run the χ2 test based

on that. The results in Table 11 and Table 12 further

confirm that gender does not have a significant effect

on judgments.

Figure 2: The distribution of 32 annotators based on

gender and beliefs

3.5. The correlation between annotator
characteristics and judgments

The results from our studies provide further evidence

that annotating misogyny and sexism is a subjective

task, where judgments can be influenced by the coder’s

beliefs. Although we do not expect that all annotators

with the same characteristic will agree on all judgments,

still the fact that the beliefs of coders have a high im-

pact on their judgments cannot be ignored. A model of

misogyny and sexism detection should learn all differ-

ent perspectives, and should be able to produce labels

that reflect different points of views instead of a single

label in order that can be matched with a ‘gold’ label
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Label Instructions and examples

Misogyny any text that expresses hating toward women in particular including discredit, sexual harass-

ment, threats of violence, stereotype, objectification, derailing and dominance

”نیدولقعتاصقانهضرببكوكبكوكهدكهنابتلابردةرجمبكاوكىلعيتیشمهضربولشانمهیم“

“We don’t care even if you walk on the planets of the Milky Way, planet by planet, women are

still defect of reason and religion”

Not Misogyny a text that does not express hating towards women in particular

”ناملسدمحماركشءاسنلانمز“

“Women time thank you Mohammed Salman”

Table 3: Instructions for misogyny identification from (Fersini et al., 2018a; Fersini et al., 2018b) and examples

from ArMIS

Fleiss Kappa

Overall 0.525

MODF − vs− LIBF 0.572

MODF − vs− CONM 0.552

LIBF − vs− CONM 0.444

Table 4: Agreement between three annotators with dif-

ferent beliefs and gender.

LIBF CONM

Misogyny 311 424

Not misogyny 653 540

P-value: 0

Table 5: χ2 test between Liberal female and Conserva-

tive male annotators based on two factors gender and

beliefs

LIBF MODF

Misogyny 311 448

Not misogyny 653 516

P-value: 0

Table 6: χ2 test between two females annotators based

on beliefs

MODF CONM

Misogyny 448 424

Not misogyny 516 540

P-value: .2721

Table 7: χ2 test between female and male annotators

with the most close beliefs, based on gender

LIB MOD CON
Misogyny 44 190 13

Not misogyny 11 74 20

P-value: .0001

Table 8: χ2 test between 32 annotators based on beliefs

LIBM MODM CONM

Misogyny 16 88 13

Not misogyny 6 33 20

P-value: .0013

Table 9: χ2 test between 16 males based on beliefs

LIBF MODF

Misogyny 28 102

Not misogyny 5 41

P-value: .1111

Table 10: χ2 test between 16 females based on beliefs

LIBF LIBM

Misogyny 28 16

Not misogyny 5 6

P-value: 0.2709

Table 11: χ2 test between 5 annotators based on gender

with same beliefs: Liberal

MODF MODM

Misogyny 102 88

Not misogyny 41 33

P-value: 0.801

Table 12: χ2 test between 24 annotators based on gen-

der with same beliefs: Moderate

based on some form of aggregation. To achieve this, a

misogyny and sexism dataset should include the views

of coders with different relevant characteristics. The

evidence presented in this paper suggests that religious

beliefs is one such characteristic; we intend to explore

more in subsequent work.

3.6. The ArMIS corpus

In summary, ArMIS contains 964 Arabic tweets anno-

tated by three coders who self defined their degree of

religious beliefs. 11 of these tweets have additional an-
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notations from 32 annotators also who self defined their

degree of religious beliefs (and gender). The dataset

will be made publically available on github.

4. Learning misogyny and sexism

detection models from disaggregated

data

A second claim is that creating an artificial gold label

is not necessary in order to train models for misogyny

and sexism detection. In this section we discuss ex-

periments in which we used ArMIS to show that it is

possible to train misogyny and sexism detection models

using data with disagreement and without the use of ag-

gregated data. In these experiments we employed two

different approaches to learning from disagreement: the

soft loss training approach of (Peterson et al., 2019;

Uma et al., 2020) and the ’multiple classifiers’ approach

of (Akhtar et al., 2019; Akhtar et al., 2020; Basile,

2020).

4.1. Using ArMIS for modelling

We split the 964 tweets into 674 for training, 145 for

validation and 145 for testing. Given the nature of the

task, we did not attempt to establish ‘gold’ labels; we

did however use majority voting to produce a hard label

for hard evaluation purposes and also to train the base

model for the purpose of comparison.

4.2. Soft Loss Training

4.2.1. Methodology

To use the soft loss training approach proposed in (Pe-

terson et al., 2019; Uma et al., 2020), we trained soft

loss function using AraBERT models (Antoun et al.,

2020) with soft labels as a target. This to minimize the

loss between the Softmax probability distribution pro-

duced by a model and soft label distributions for ArMIS

derived from the annotations as discussed next.

4.2.2. Generating the soft labels

We tested two ways to generate the soft labels for each

item. The first approach involved using a standard nor-

malization function (Peterson et al., 2019): for each

training item, the probability of a label is the number of

annotators who have chosen that label divided by total

number of annotators. In the second approach, the soft

labels were generated by using in addition a Softmax as

proposed in (Uma et al., 2020).

The soft labels produced using Softmax or standard nor-

malization were then used as targets for training using

a soft loss function such as Cross Entropy which mini-

mizes the loss between the probability distribution pro-

duced by the model and the soft label. The result in Ta-

ble 13 suggest that standard normalization works best

with ArMIS according to all metrics; however the dif-

ference is not significant.

4.2.3. Comparing soft loss functions

In addition to Cross Entropy we also tried other soft

loss functions proposed in (Uma et al., 2021), including

Mean-squared error MSE, Forward KL-divergence and

Reverse KL-divergence. We used each of these func-

tions to train the state-of-the-art AraBERT base model

(Antoun et al., 2020) on soft labels. We used a maxi-

mum sequence length 128, learning rate 1e-5, batch size

8, and training for 10 epochs. All the reported results

are based on an average of 10 runs for each model.

The results of this comparison are reported in Table 14.

Using Cross Entropy as a loss function yields the best

Accuracy and JSD (Table 14); however, training with

MSE achieves the best results in terms of CE. None of

the differences in Accuracy are significant, but the dif-

ference in CE results between the best soft loss function

and the worst (Forward KL) are significant.

4.3. Hard training of separate classifiers

An alternative approach proposed by (Akhtar et al.,

2019; Akhtar et al., 2020; Basile, 2020) is to train a

separate classifier for each coder. We trained three

AraBERT models, one for each coder, using Cross En-

tropy with one hot encoding. The accuracy with which

these classifiers model the three annotators’ perspec-

tives is illustrated in Table 15. We can then use the

outputs of these three classifiers to compute a hard la-

bel for each item using Majority vote, as well as a soft

label using either standard normalization or Softmax as

discussed above for soft loss training.

4.4. Majority vote hard training

Our baseline model was obtained using Majority vote

to train a AraBERT classifier.

4.5. Hard and soft evaluation

Another issue to be addressed when using datasets pro-

viding multiple labels for each item is how to evalu-

ate a model. It would make little sense to evaluate a

misogyny and sexism detection model against a gold

label except perhaps if the gold label is meant to cap-

ture the ‘majority point of view’. For this reason, (Uma

et al., 2021; Basile et al., 2021) argued that soft evalua-

tion metrics are more appropriate at least for subjective

tasks. In this work we used two soft evaluation met-

rics comparing the distance between probability dis-

tributions: Cross Entropy (CE), as used in (Peterson

et al., 2019; Uma et al., 2020; Uma et al., 2021) and

Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD), a symmetric ver-

sion of Kullback-Leibler divergence (Uma et al., 2021).

We also produced hard labels using majority voting for

evaluation using Accuracy and F1, but only for com-

parison purposes.

4.6. Results

The results achieved by the three training approaches

are reported in Table 16. All results are based on an

average of ten runs for each model.

Training separate classifiers achieves better results in

terms of the hard metrics–Accuracy and F1–as well as

in terms of JSD. However, the best results in terms

of Cross-Entropy are achieved using soft-loss training.

These results confirm the findings e.g., of (Uma et al.,
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2021) that whereas hard metrics tend to reward train-

ing with hard labels, the best results with soft metrics–

which are arguably more appropriate for subjective

tasks–are obtained with soft label training methods.

Model ACC F1 CE JSD

CEstandardnorm 77.79 77.38 0.586 0.244

CESoftmax 76.41 76.06 0.598 0.194

Table 13: CE comparison between soft labels genera-

tion using standard normalization and Softmax

Model ACC F1 CE JSD

CE 77.79 77.38 0.586 0.244

MSE 76.83 76.09 0.571* 0.261

Forward KL 76.41 75.80 0.942 0.251

Reverse KL 75.59 75.03 0.594 0.259

Table 14: Comparison between Soft loss functions us-

ing standard normalization soft labels as targets

Model ACC F1 CE JSD

Liberal 76.34 75.56 0.886 0.253

Moderate 73.24 73.38 0.850 0.270

Conservative 73.59 73.53 0.789 0.269

Table 15: Separate annotators classifiers hard training

on each annotator labels vs Majority vote

Model ACC F1 CE JSD

CE soft loss 77.79 77.38 0.586* 0.244

MV 76.89 76.42 0.906 0.245

Three classifiers 78.00 77.67 3.662 0.205

Table 16: Comparison between soft-loss training, hard

training a single classifier using Majority vote, and

training separate classifiers for each annotator

5. Related Work

The closest work to ours is the recent paper by

Leonardelli et al. (2021), who created three datasets

with balanced configuration with respect to domain

topic, agreement level (A++,A+,A0) and label distri-

bution. The authors used an ensemble of five different

classifiers to annotate the data in order to select data to

be annotated (each tweet annotated by 5 crowdworker)

with the binary labels ”offensive” or ”not offensive”.

Each classifier was trained and evaluated on differently

balanced sets. Their results show that including differ-

ent levels of agreement in training and testing set im-

pacts the classifier performance. When adding (A0) for

training and test the model performance decreased, in-

dicating that a task include ambiguity data is challeng-

ing to classify. Leonardelli et al also showed that high

performance in the Offenseval shared task (Zampieri et

al., 2020) is due to high agreement.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented evidence in support of the

claim that the observed disagreements in misogyny and

sexism detection datasets are due to differences in cod-

ing characteristics. We argued that datasets for this

task should include judgments from annotators reflect-

ing these different characteristics, and introduced one

such dataset, the freely available ArMIS corpus of Ara-

bic misogyny and sexism. We also argued that the exis-

tence of such disagreements indicates the need for new

approaches to training models for the task not based

on the gold standard assumption, and of new soft met-

rics for evaluating such models. We provided proof-of-

concept examples of how ArMIS and similar datasets

can be used to train models for the task, and how such

models can be evaluated. We are in the process of cre-

ating a larger version of the dataset and we are expand-

ing the number of annotators with the use of a crowd-

sourced platform which involves introducing a more

formal test to identify the degree of annotators reli-

gious beliefs, and select a balance number of annota-

tors among different level of beliefs. this will allow us

to clearly explore the effect of beliefs on misogyny and

sexism annotation.
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